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Shortly after Pan Yu Lin’s death in Paris in 1977, her family and friends, 
following her wishes, appealed to the Chinese government to have all 
of her works shipped back to China. Thanks to their efforts, and the 
cooperation between the Chinese Embassy in Paris and the Chinese 
Ministry of Culture, the seven crates that eventually arrived in the Pan 
family hometown of Hefei, Anhui Province in 1984 contained nearly 
five thousand works of art by Pan.1 After selecting some personal effects 
and a few of the works, the Pan family donated everything else to the 
Anhui Museum in Hefei. Since then, the museum has undertaken the 
necessary measures to restore and exhibit this important collection of 
361 oil paintings. In 2013, the Anhui Museum authorized The Li Ching 
Cultural and Educational Foundation to construct the Pan Yu Lin 
Online Archives; in the spirit of collaboration, the Foundation pro-
vided the archival boxes and materials necessary to organize and store 
the museum’s collection of Pan’s works on paper. Over the course of 
sorting through these works, I had the opportunity to see not only the 
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NOTES TO T HE CATA LOGU E

French titles that were originally used for the prints that appeared 
in the Vadime Elisseeff curated exhibition Quatre artistes chinoises 
contemporaines: Pan Yu-lin, Lam Oi, Ou Seu-tan, Shing wai, which was 
held, only a few months before Pan’s passing, at the Cernuschi Museum 
in Paris in 1977 are maintained in this volume. The Chinese titles that 
originally appeared in Twentieth Century Chinese Art: Art Works of Pan 
Yuliang (Fan Di’an, ed. 2015) are also maintained for the prints that 
reside in the Anhui Museum collection. For all other prints, this writer 
has assigned their descriptive titles.

Paper type is noted as Japon ancien only when it has been verified as 
such with a mark on the print. Prints that appear on other, unknown 
types of Japanese paper are simply noted, “Japanese paper.” 

Unless otherwise stated, signatures and other markings by the artist 
are in pencil. 

All measurements indicate plate size in centimeters, height before 
width.
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